Assignment of Charges from the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Telemeeting Crimes:

Senators should conduct inquiries within their departments assessing how much support they have for pursuing a gender and sexuality requirements, what classes each department has that might fulfill the requirement, and their feelings on possibly folding this requirement into the multicultural requirement. These findings should be communicated to the Committee on Planning and Evaluation which will pursue Charge V.

**Committee on Faculty Affairs: related to faculty working conditions**

Charge 1 Trauma-informed training for unit heads and supervisors

Charge III Training and hiring of paid moderators to facilitate teleconferenced public events

**Committee on Planning and Evaluation: related to formulating long-range plans and major policy initiatives**

Charge II Public reporting and documenting of hate crimes at the University or against its community members

Charge V Curriculum reform for requiring course on gender and sexuality

Charge VI Article 2 Advocate for the hiring of an Associate Dean of Diversity